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Preface and Acknowledgments

This book is the outcome of research for a PhD degree at the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, funded by the Felix Trust.

However, the issues addressed in the book were of personal interest and relevance long before they translated into academic questions for postgraduate research. Growing up in Delhi, questions of identity, based on religion and language, were posed in a variety of ways—at school, at university, at church, and in social interactions. Some were based on rather crude assumptions regarding Christians in India: “How come you speak Tamil, I thought your mother-tongue would be English?” Or, “I didn’t know ‘South Indians’ could be Christians!” Others were more nuanced, interested in my point of view and whether I felt any irreconcilable contradictions between being “Indian,” “Christian,” and “Tamil.” There was also the mismatch between being labeled “Madrasi” rather derogatorily on Delhi streets and being told by my father at home that Tamil was the “sweetest” language in the world. Having the combination “Hephzibah” and “Israel” for a name has not exactly helped matters either! From academic conferences, to social meetings or hospital appointments in India and the UK, my name has attracted attention: I have either been told that it is a pretty “Indian” name and asked what it means in “Indian” or whether I was ethnically Jewish but just looked “Indian” or how I came to have such an “un-Indian” name. Nonetheless, these questions have initiated interesting conversations on nationality, ethnicity, and religious and language affiliations with strangers, bypassing boring preliminaries! When I have been recognized by fellow Protestant Tamils, the lengthy cross-examinations that inevitably followed—of my family, their ār (town), the Protestant denomination of each, the specific church they attend, and rather more cautiously their caste backgrounds, that is, my entire genealogy compressed into a sort of catechism—have left me exasperated and somewhat ambivalent regarding the issue of “belonging.”

However, I am also grateful for this “double jeopardy,” since these questions made me self-conscious about the politics of self-representation at a very early age, from hearing my parents’ answers
to formulating my own versions, according to context, audience, and expediency. Not fitting readily into any one box has contributed to
the richness of lived experience in Delhi: it not only gave me a dif-
ferent perspective on the supposed “North-South divide” but also
on the way Christians from different parts of India are typecast in
the same mold. Equally, I value the many occasions of shared humor
at the absurdity of living with stereotypes with a mixed group of
friends. This book is an attempt to engage with a few of the historical
reasons behind perceived notions of belonging and otherness and
has grown out of my interest in exploring incongruities in identity-
construction.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge at this point several individuals
who have played a significant role in extending my intellectual and
academic interest in the issues that concern this book. I remember
well the excitement of first debating issues of identity politics as an
undergraduate at Miranda House, University of Delhi, and reflect-
ing further on these as both personal and academic issues, and I
thank the English faculty at Miranda House who made the study of
literature more relevant and challenging by linking it to such impor-
tant everyday issues. I thank members of the Department of English,
University of Delhi (of whom several are now retired) for their sup-
port and friendship, especially Professor Harish Trivedi for first
introducing me to translation studies and the “politics” of postcolo-
nial translating. I thank my supervisor Dr. Stuart Blackburn who was
then at SOAS; and owe special gratitude to Rupert Snell for his warm
support and encouragement through the “PhD years” and after.

The arguments in this book have been presented at conferences and
talks to audiences in Bonn, Cambridge, Cardiff, Delhi, Edinburgh,
London, Manchester, Newcastle, and Oxford. My thanks to all those
who offered insightful questions and comments, especially Theo
Hermans, Julius Lipner, Richard Fox Young, Chad Bauman, Crispin
Bates, and Muzaffar Alam. Many colleagues have commented on
either the entire draft of this book or on individual chapters as they
developed through conference presentations and publications as arti-
cles. I thank David Washbrook, R. S. Sugirtharajah, and anonymous
readers for their reviews. I thank Mona Baker and Michael Bergunder
for their patience in reading drafts of the entire manuscript, and for
their comments and suggestions for further reading. I am grateful to
Sharada Nair (LSR) and Prathama Banerjee in Delhi who have read
versions of each chapter as I edited them over the past year and at
short notice provided insightful comments over email, skype, and late-night telephone calls. Special thanks go to Javed Majeed for his encouragement and support, and perceptive reading of draft chapters as the series editor.

Research for this book was funded by several funding bodies who supported different stages of the research—the Felix Trust, Charles Wallace India Trust, Harold Wingate Foundation. The Junior Research Fellowship from the Fritz-Thyssen Foundation, Halle, allowed me to travel to Germany to research eighteenth-century primary sources and the SOAS Fieldwork Research Grant to travel to India for fieldwork. My thanks to their trustees.

Research for the book was facilitated by the assistance of staff at libraries and other institutions in India, Germany, and the United Kingdom. In Bangalore, the United Theological College Library and Archives and the Bible Society of India; in Madras, the Gurukul Lutheran Theological College and Research Centre, the Madras Christian College Archive, the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Roja Muthiah Research Library, the Bible Society, Madras. In Germany, the Archive der Franskeschen Stiftungen, Halle, and the Leipzig Lutheran Evangelical Mission Library, Leipzig; and in the United Kingdom, the Bible Society Archives at the Cambridge University Library, the Angus Library, Regent’s Park College, Oxford, the India Institute Library, University of Oxford, the Asia, Pacific and African Collections of the British Library, and the library and archives of the School of Oriental and African Studies. I thank the Bible Society for permission to use material from their archives, the Bible Society Library, Cambridge University Library. And last, I thank Barbara Frey Näf, curator of the Collection of Historical Photographs, Mission 21, Basel, for facilitating the use of the cover photograph and granting necessary permissions speedily.

Studies, spring 2008, and I thank the journal editors for permission to use this. I thank Wiley-Blackwell for permission to use material from “Cutchery Tamil versus Pure Tamil: Contesting Language Use in the Translated Bible in the Early Nineteenth-century Protestant Tamil Community,” in The Postcolonial Biblical Reader, ed. R. S. Sugirtharajah, Blackwell Publishing, 2006, in chapter three. I am grateful to the editorial team at Palgrave Macmillan, who guided the book through the process of review and acceptance, and whose care and attention saw it to a swift completion.

At Lady Shri Ram College (LSR, University of Delhi), my students and colleagues contributed to my growth and understanding in several ways. My students, challenging, critical, but always compellingly enthusiastic in discussions both within and outside the classroom, helped me to grow as a teacher. My colleagues—Nivedita Menon, Sumangala Damodaran, Anuja Agrawal, Rachna Johri, Pooja Satyogi, and Krishna Menon—all from fields other than English literary studies gave an excellent interdisciplinary perspective on issues I was grappling with in teaching and researching literature. Importantly, they also taught me the importance of timely political action over abstract reasoning. I am grateful for their support, humor, and warmth of friendship, which have continued despite many of us having left LSR in recent years.

I am grateful to all those I interviewed at different points of this research in and outside Tamilnad. Many were busy church ministers but took time out to answer my questions. Of these, I especially thank Reverends Premraj and Deborah Mathurandagam and Reverends Nancy and Isaac Singaram for taking a personal interest in my research and ensuring that I had access to members of their congregation. I also thank the faculty at the Tamil Theological Seminary for welcoming me and introducing me to their alternative, socially conscious theological and intellectual engagements. The faculty at Sarah Tucker College, Palayamcottah, were willing to share personal and intellectual dilemmas that faced them, for which I am grateful. And I thank Professor Nirmal Selvemony at Madras Christian College, conversations with whom first stimulated my curiosity regarding the many versions of the Tamil Bible.

Over the years, many friends and family have been the source of stimulating conversations, warmth, inspiration, comfort, and hospitality: Arul and Daya Durai, Babu James, Bikram Phookun, Debjani Sengupta, Gurpreet Ahluwalia, Harikrishnan Menon,
Harriet Milazzo, James Dharmaraj (I wish he were here to read the book), Jayanti Durai, Julia Griffin, Kathryn Peake, Lila Marilla Paul, Meenu Chopra, Mridula Nath Chakraborty, Mukul Chaturvedi, Preet Sihota, Rajdeep Sandhu, Sam Patterson, Sharada Sugirtharajah, Smita Mitra, Someshwar Sati, Udaya Kumar, Ujwala Cherian, and many more that I have not named here. Most of all they have encouraged me to do the best I can.

This book would not have been possible without the help of family. I am grateful to several aunts, uncles, and cousins who put up with me during my fieldwork in South India and provided sumptuous meals at the end of tiring days of travel and research. They also introduced me to several church congregations and work colleagues in Christian educational institutions in Tamilnad whom I could interview. I am now grateful to my father for his insistence that I learn Tamil—as a child I did not appreciate the many holiday hours spent on Tamil schoolbooks! I also value his critical questioning of almost all Christian denominations and churches in India, which ensured that I did not accept the exclusive claims made by any one of them at face value. My mother who has always been a source of encouragement and support, on the other hand, taught me the importance of faith without remaining narrowly confined to one denomination. I am grateful to my parents-in-law for their support and my two brothers-in-law for practical help. I am especially thankful to my brother-in-law Peter Jordan for the many hours he has generously spent babysitting my daughter in the past couple of years and also for his many offers of help, from cooking meals when my husband and I were both studying full time in 2003 and I was in the final stages of writing my dissertation, to seeing us through our several house moves, with pep talks on the importance of “relaxing” when energies were flagging. Finally, I could not have completed this book without the support—intellectual, critical, emotional—of my husband, Andrew, who has lived with the pain of writing this twice over, first as a PhD dissertation and then as a book. To my four-year-old Hannah: I apologize for the many times I have had to say “no” to playtime with her and thank for the generous offers of sharpened pencils from her attractive collection (on which I always have an eye), “for writing your book, Mummy!”
Note on Transliteration

Tamil terms are transliterated according to the system employed by the *Tamil Lexicon*, University of Madras, 1982. Sanskrit terms follow the conventional system of Sanskrit transliteration. Wherever Sanskrit forms of terms are more commonly known than the Tamil ones, I have used the former: for example, Śaiva/Śaivite rather than the Tamil Caiva/Caivite. I use modern spelling for place names without diacritics (e.g., Tancavur not Tañcāvūr) to make it easier on the eye but retain nineteenth-century spelling when quoting from primary sources (therefore, Tanjore). Tamil titles are given with diacritics but in cases where the original manuscript or printed text also gives the Tamil title in roman, I have retained the system of transliteration used in the original without diacritics.